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What’s an elevator pitch and why bother? 
     -What is it?  
 A very short verbal self-introduction. “No longer than a short elevator ride.” 
 Its purpose is to arouse a prospect’s interest so they will follow-up. 
 It has to grab attention in just a few seconds! Or, so the theory goes. 

 
     -Why bother?  
 It’s our opportunity to begin the “teaching and leading” job that we do for our clients. 
 I would argue that: “Sales = Teaching + Leading”. That’s what we need to do.  
 It starts with the “Elevator Pitch” 

 
What are the “elements” of a good elevator pitch? 
 Purpose, promise, offer, difference  
 The purpose of our business is to give us more life. We do that by fulfilling the promise 

we make to customers and clients as we offer them a product or service that makes a 
difference in their lives. 
 

Participants: (L-R) Suzanne De Lucia, Michael Marks, Dennis Smith, Glen Cooper, Jim 
DeShayes, Rogelio Rodriguez and Tom Lindahl.  
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Element #1 – Our Purpose:  
 
Really, clear identity and purpose – who are we and what do we do? 
My name is ________________ and I am _______________________________. 
Hint:   
Slowly! Take our time. Make sure they remember our identity! 
 
But, let’s talk more about purpose: 
1) The purpose of our business is NEVER “to make money”! Just like the purpose of our 

lives is NEVER “to breathe”. Making money to a business is like breathing is to a 
person. You’ve got to have it. You can’t exist without it. But it’s not your purpose. 

2) The purpose of a business is RARELY about solving people’s problems. It’s about 
addressing their frustrations so they are empowered to solve their own problems. 

3) Addressing frustrations of our prospective customers or clients is the key to our 
success. The purpose of our business is to address people’s frustrations. 

 
So, how can you address people’s frustrations in your elevator pitch? 
 Set yourself up as a leader by stating your name and business clearly and slowly. 
 Remember that people are going to judge you and your business visually, 

emotionally, functionally and financially. 
 Make sense and be confident.  Leaders are sense-makers! 
 How you start the process is how you will lead them to address their 

frustrations, so they can solve their own problems. 
 
 

“The purpose of a business is much too long to 
include in an “elevator pitch”. In an elevator pitch, 
your purpose is limited to your name, perhaps your 
firm name, and what you do (your I.D.).” 
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Element #2 – Our Promise: 
  
Something we can say we do that will get a “Wow!” response, as in: 
 
 “Wow! You do that? I’m looking for someone who can do that! 
 People are “wowed” when we address their pain points! 

Transition words, phrases and “familiar 
feelings” to get from purpose to promise: 
  “People call me when . . . “ 
  “You know how it is when . . . ” 
  “People struggle with . . . “ 
  “Wouldn’t it be great if . . . “ 
 
7 parameters of an effective promise: 

1) Our promise addresses a significant frustration 
that our prospects, clients and customers have 
with our competitors, with us or with our 
industry, or with our products or services. 

2) Our promise is challenging for us to do, yet 
possible. Something’s wrong if it’s too easy to 
accomplish. The questions are: “What could we 
really do if we stretched? What’s possible and 
practical? What’s too challenging for our 
competitors to understand and copy?” 

3) Our promise engages us, interests us and 
touches us emotionally. What should we do? 
What must we do? What’s the right thing to do? 

4) Our promise comes from our personal or 
company story, history or the collective stories 
of our people. It is logical that we would be the 
ones to make it. It comes naturally from who 
we are. 

5) Our promise sets us apart from all others 
because it highlights how we are different. Why 
are we the best at addressing these frustrations 
that we find in our market? Or, how could we 
really become the best? 

6) Our promise elicits a “Wow!” reaction nearly 
every time we brag about it to someone. 

7) Our promise can be experienced by our prospects, clients and customers visually, 
emotionally, functionally and financially. We look like the right choice. It feels right to 
our prospects to choose us. It’s convenient for them to choose us. It makes financial 
sense to choose us. Use words in your promise that are emotional, impactful, specific, 
clear, simple, and that create images in the listeners’ minds. 

“People call me when . . . 
they don’t know how to 
prepare their business for 
sale, how to price it, how 
to find a buyer or how to 
protect their own 
confidentiality . . . 
 
“I have systems to bring a 
business to market, to 
help the seller set and 
defend the asking price, 
and to find and screen 
buyer prospects while 
protecting everyone’s 
confidentiality . . . 
 
“I have the systems to get 
it done the way it should 
be done, the team to get 
it done the way you want 
it done and the track 
record that proves I know 
how it is done.” 
 
Glen Cooper 
Business Broker / Business Coach 
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Element #3 – Our Offer: 
  
Our offer is the first step of how our prospect can start a conversation with us. 
 
A great business always has an overall process that can be described as: “How we do it here.” 
The first step a prospect will take has to fit that process. 
 
For many years, in my business, I have told people that 
the reasons they should choose me is that I use: 
 

• Developed Systems – the way it should be done! 
• The Teamwork of my many associates – the way 

you want it done! 
• My long Track Record, which enables me to fully 

understand –  the way it is done! 
  
So, my offer is usually my most simple system – call me 
for a free first discussion! 
 
 
Element #4 – Our Difference: 
  
The emotional reason we offer to them to take that 
first step to connect with us. This is a good place for a 
story if we have time. A story paints a mental picture. 
 
If there isn’t time for a story, our “pitch” needs to 
conclude with a summary of rational reasons to 
connect with us, followed by an emotional “real” 
reason. 

 
So, those are the reasons we should talk: 

1) I am who I am (details appropriate to 
your identity & purpose) 

2) Remember, we promise the “Wow!” (details refreshing their memory of 
whatever got their “Wow!” reaction in your promise statements) 

3) I’m here (first step details of how to take you up on your offer) 
 
But, you know the real reason I would be “right” for you?  
4) The emotional reason: 

Time/Stress Saving: If you took action now, it would be off your plate . . .  
Money Saving: It saves you money to act now . . . 
Relationship Creating: Who else is going to be friendlier (better looking?) to 
do business with than me? (Humor?) 

“Fear is one of the 
things you try to 
overcome. The more 
structure you have 
ahead of time, the 
easier it is to initiate 
that conversation. It’s 
great to have that 1-2-3-
4 to structure it with 
those items: purpose, 
promise, offer and 
difference.” 

Different order? 
Purpose, Promise 
Difference, then Offer! 

“You may want to put 
this at the end. You 
need to end with a call 
to action.” 

Rogelio Rodriguez           
Business Broker 
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Practice, practice, practice: 
 
 Like a fine wine, an elevator pitch improves with age! Adjust it, refine it, make it better. 
 Iterations save words and time – a repetitive “riff” on one basic set-up or story 

▫ Don’t have to write elevator pitch in complete sentences 
▫ “You know how it feels when . . .  
▫ And when . . .  
▫ And when . . . 
▫ “Well, people tell us that’s when they 

need our service . . . “ 
 Bragging Rights – if you have prominent clients 

you can mention,  
▫ sometimes this works (“If we can do it for 

. . . , maybe we can do it for you!”) 
 Always have a good, recent story to tell that 

illustrates your message 
 Stay on message 
 Brainstorm and rehearse to answer all of the 

logical resulting questions  
that people might ask as a follow-up. 

▫ Have example stories of actual clients for 
each point made. 

▫ You said, “ . . . ” Well, how do you actually do that? 
▫ So, how’s the market in your world today?   

(craft optimistic, energetic, ethical responses) 
  

Make sure your elevator pitch answers these questions: 
1) What do you do? What does your company do? 
2) What environment do you operate in? (industry, geography, market) 
3) Who’s your ideal client or customer? 
4) Why should I care? 
5) What’s in it for me? 
6) What single thing should I remember about you? 
7) Why are you different? 
 
People won’t remember what you say, but they’ll remember how you made 
    them feel: 
1) Humor (natural and unforced) 
2) Your passion, enthusiasm (tempered by just the right restraint) 
3) Your sincerity, authenticity 
4) Your competence, intelligence, experience and skill level 
5) Your match to your message (voice, tone, demeanor, posture, dress, materials) 

 
 

“When I first read this 
outline, I asked myself, 
‘Why haven’t I been 
doing this?’  
 
I also realized that it 
takes a LOT of practice.” 
 
Dennis Smith 
Business Broker 
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Sample: my elevator pitch – long and short versions: 
 
Sample – Long Version (3-5 minutes – a speech, really): 
 
I’m Glen Cooper. That’s Glen with only one “n” and Cooper with just one “p” and two “o’s”.  
Some people make me “Glenn Copper”, Glenn with two “n’s” and Copper instead of Cooper. 
But, I AM Glen Cooper, not Glenn Copper. 
 
I also have a really creative business name that took 
me a long time to figure out: 
GlenCooperColorado.com.  Now, that’s original! Okay, 
well it seemed creative at the time! ;-} 
 
I’m a small business broker and small business coach. 
To me, a “small” business is one that is owner-operated 
where the owner is also the CEO. It doesn’t matter how 
big the business is, as long as it’s run by one owner or 
one family. By that definition, 85% of all businesses are 
small. 

A business broker lists and sells businesses like a 
Realtor sells houses, except selling a business is a lot 
more complicated than selling a house, it takes a lot 
longer, and it’s nearly always confidential, unlike 
houses. 

A business coach is like an athletic coach, except the 
“team” is usually just one player with no one else to 
talk to. The small business owner’s family isn’t 
interested in talking about it anymore. The employees 
are the wrong ones to talk to. Sometimes, the 
employees ARE the problem. And, most professional advisors (like most lawyers and 
accountants) know little about being a small business owner! 

In both business brokerage and business coaching, most of the time, I’m just helping small 
business owners get unstuck. We all get stuck now and then. I also coach business buyers and 
even my fellow business brokers. They get stuck too. 

Business owners struggle every day with problems they can’t take home to the family: business-
related problems and personal problems. We all need someone to talk to who knows 
something we don’t. A skilled business coach is a good listener.  A knowledgeable business 

“When you do this, you 
need to find out who 
you’re talking to and 
build flexibility into what 
you say. 
 
“It’s really three or four 
situations that you find 
yourself in that requires 
this.” 
 
Michael Marks 
Business Broker 
 
 
“Actually, you need to 
be adaptable and 
flexible with what you 
say as you react to many 
different situations.” 
 
Suzanne De Lucia 
Business Broker 
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coach helps widen an owner’s perspective, reframes the alternatives, and asks powerful 
questions that can often bring clarity to a confusing situation. 

When business owners go to sell their business, they are often overwhelmed when trying to 
figure out how to get the process started. They’re not sure when to sell, what it’s worth, how to 
keep it confidential, or how to find the right buyer. 

I’ve done this for 36 years. I’ve worked for over 500 small business owners.  I can see things 
others can’t see. I have a different vantage point. I can reframe most business problems in ways 
others can’t.  I can ask questions most people wouldn’t think to ask.  I have an extensive and 
credentialed background in commercial real estate, business appraisal and business sales across 
a wide variety of business types. 

My clients appreciate that I have developed systems for doing what I do. I usually know the way 
it should be done. In fact, I usually know several ways! 

My clients welcome my team approach. I have my own team of professionals. Or, I can work 
with a client’s already-established team. 

My clients are comfortable with my track record.  I’ve not only done it, I’ve taught it and 
written about it. I have been a national instructor for brokers and business appraisers. I have 
many articles you can find online. 

I even have a “system” if you want to get started talking to me: just call, email or text me.  You 
have my card. I’ll actually return your call!  Wow! Now, that’s a system! Don’t you think?  

But, the real reason my clients choose me is because I am BOTH a broker and a coach! Getting 
BOTH is good!  

A business broker knows business, but most can’t or won’t coach. A coach can offer personal 
counseling, but rarely knows anything about business – especially small business. Even most 
“business coaches” are executive coaches for the “suits” downtown, not the Main Street 
business owners. 

To tell you the truth, I don’t know anyone who is BOTH a small business broker and a small 
business coach. I’m the only one. 

But, if there is someone else out there, I can guaranty you one of two things: 1) they’re not as 
good as I am, or 2) if they are, you should consider them too! 

I’m Glen Cooper. Business Broker. Business Coach. That’s one “n”, two “o’s” and only one “p.” 
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Example – Short version (1 minute): 

I’m Glen Cooper, business broker and business coach. 

Business owners call me when they’ve got a business problem or a personal problem that’s 
hurting their business: sales problems, profit problems, people problems, systems problems or 
just personal burnout. I also coach business buyers and 
business brokers. 

People who want to sell their businesses call me when 
they’re wondering just how to get the process started. 
They’re not sure when to sell, what it’s worth, how to 
keep it confidential, or how to find the right buyer. 

I have done this work for 36 years. I’ve worked with 
over 500 small business owners to fix or sell their 
businesses – and sometimes both fix AND sell their 
businesses!  

I have developed systems for what I do, a team of 
associates to help me do it and a very long track 
record. 

Most clients choose me because I am both a broker 
AND a coach. With me, clients get both services.  

If you want to talk to me privately, just call, email or text me. You’ve got my card. 

I’m Glen Cooper, business broker and business coach. 

Sample – Shortest version (30 seconds): 

I’m Glen Cooper, business broker and business coach. 

Business owners call me when they have a problem or when they’re not sure how to get the 
business selling process started: when to sell, what it’s worth, how to keep it confidential or 
how to find the right buyer. 

Over 36 years, I’ve served over 500 clients: business owners, sellers, buyers and even my fellow 
business brokers. 

If you want to talk to me privately, just call, email or text me. You have my card. 

I’m Glen Cooper, business broker and business coach. 

“I use a one-sentence 
structure to start:  
 
“I help business owners 
complete the most 
important financial 
transaction in their lives: 
the sale of their business 
to a new owner. 
 
“I then look for a face, 
try to get a reaction, and 
branch out from there.” 
 
Tom Lindahl 
Business Broker 
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What We Hope You Got Out Of It:  
A Business Broker Elevator Pitch: 
Purpose, Promise, Offer and Difference 
 
Why would this be the topic . . . of a course in  
“How to be a Highly Effective Business Broker?” 
 
Because: 
For the new broker, it creates an overview structure 
to follow.   
 
What IS the purpose of your practice going to be? 
 
What will you promise prospective sellers and buyers? 
 
What will you offer them? What services? What kinds 
of businesses will you sell? 
 
How will you be different? How will you make a 
difference? 
 
For we experienced brokers, it is a reminder that: 
 
If we’re not capable of smoothly introducing ourselves 
with several alternative versions of our “elevator pitch”, we just might need to look at this 
topic again. 
 
It’s important to be able to introduce ourselves simply and clearly today. It’s not easy to do 
that! It takes a lot of thought and practice.  
 
Participants: 
 
Glen Cooper 
Suzanne De Lucia 
Jim DeShayes 
Tom Lindahl 
Michael Marks 
Rogelio Rodriguez 
Dennis Smith 
 
 
 

“A bottom line for all of 
this is to connect with 
people emotionally. 
People buy emotionally 
and justify rationally.  
 
“It’s critical to end with 
something that connects 
emotionally. 
  
“Your ‘difference’ has to 
resonate at that level.” 
 
Jim DeShayes 
Business Broker 


